Studies on the production of lipase from recombinant Staphylococcus carnosus.
Production of lipase from recombinant Staphylococcus carnosus pLipPS1 was studied in standard stirred tank bioreactors. Only low lipase activity was obtained under conventional operating conditions, i.e., moderate to high stirring speeds and aeration rates for keeping the dissolved oxygen concentration at high levels. Additional targetted experiments indicated that the reason for the observed low lipase activity is lipase inactivation due to surface forces and shear stress at the gas/liquid interface. Therefore, a cultivation strategy is proposed that minimizes gas/liquid interfacial area and maximizes the driving concentration for O2 mass transfer by controlling the dissolved oxygen to low values by gentle stirring and low aeration rates. Thus, high lipase activities can be obtained even in larger scale standard stirred tank bioreactors.